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In the article considered the main pros and cons of interactive marketing to con
sumers and producers in terms of technical and scientific progression in the spheres 
of social and economic communication. Many foreign and domestic scientists are 
considered interactive marketing in isolation, as one of the elements of marketing 
communication in the organization. However, in modern conditions of develop
ment of innovative technologies interactive marketing should not be considered as 
an element of marketing communications and should be treated as an independent 
direction in system of marketing communications. In this regard, the consideration 
of interactive marketing and its advantages and disadvantages with the scientific 
and theoretical side is of great importance in terms of establishing communications 
between the producer and the consumer. The importance of interactive marketing 
for organizations is determined by its advantages and disadvantages. Considering 
results of research we can say that the main pros of interactive marketing for con
sumers and producers is this: convenience of buying and selling, activity of consum
ers in economic processes, minimality of external impact on process of purchase 
and sale, ease of process of communication and informing, decrease in expenses 
of the organizations (rent, providing shop, insurance, municipal expenses), drawing 
up database of accurate consumer needs. Any system or mechanism along with the 
pros has its cons. The main cons of interactive marketing for consumers and produc
ers the following: risk of loss of electronic information, information overload on the 
Internet, low level of availability of the Internet, use of personal information on con
sumers by the organization without their consent, leak of classified information, etc. 

Key words: pros, cons, interactive marketing, Internet, communication, advan
tages, disadvantages, producer, consumer, marketing communications, effective
ness of interactive marketing, Internet marketing. 
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Ин терaктив ті мaрке ти нг тің  
тұ ты ну шылaр мен  

өн ді ру ші лер ге ұсынaтын 
пaйдaсы мен зияны

Мaқaлaдa қоғaмдық жә не эко но микaлық ком му никaция сaлa лaрындaғы 
ғы лы митех никaлық прог рес с жaғдa йын дaғы тұ ты ну шылaр мен өн ді ру ші лер ге 
қaтыс ты ин терaктив ті мaрке ти нг тің ұсынaтын aртық шы лықтaры мен кем ші лік те рі 
қaрaсты рылғaн. Көп те ген отaндық жә не ше тел дік ғaлымдaр ин терaктив ті мaрке ти
нг ті ұйымдaғы мaрке ти нг тің ком му никaциясы ре тін де оқшaу жaғдaйдa қaрaстырa 
оты рып, сипaттaғaн. Aлaйдa қaзір гі уaқыттaғы ин новaция лық тех но ло гиялaрдың 
дaмуынa бaйлaныс ты ин терaктив ті мaрке тинг ұйым ішін де гі мaрке ти нг тік ком
му никaция эле мен ті ре тін де қaрaсты рылмaй, мaрке ти нг тік ком му никaция ның 
тәуел сіз бaғы ты ре тін де сипaттaлуы тиіс. Осығaн бaйлaныс ты ұйым мен тұ ты ну
шы aрaсындa екіжaқты ком му никaция орнaту уaқы тындaғы ин терaктив ті мaрке
ти нг ті жә не оның aртық шы лықтaры мен кем ші лік те рін ғы лы митеория лық тұр
ғыдaн бaғaлaу жә не те рең де тіп зерт теу жоғaры мaңыз ды лыққa ие. Ұйым үшін 
ин терaктив ті мaрке ти нг тің мaңыз ды лы ғы, оның ұсынaтын aртық шы лықтaры мен 
кем ші лік те рі не ті ке лей бaйлaныс ты. Жү зе ге aсы рылғaн зерт теу нә ти же ле рі не сәй
кес ин терaктив ті мaрке ти нг тің тұ ты ну шылaр мен өн ді ру ші лер ге ұсынaтын бaсты 
aртық шы лықтaры ке ле сі дей: сaту жә не сaтып aлу үр ді сі нің ыңғaйлы лы ғы, тұ ты
ну шылaрдың эко но микaлық қaтынaстың бел сен ді мү ше сі не aйнa луы, сaту жә не 
сaтып aлу үр ді сін де гі сырт қы әсер дің ми нимaлды лы ғы, ком му никaтивтік жә не 
aқпaрaттан ды ры лу үр ді сі нің же ңіл ді гі, ұйым ның жиын тық шы ғы нын тө мен де ту 
(жaлғa aлу, дү кен ді ұстaу, сaқтaнды ру, ком мунaлдық шы ғындaр), тұ ты ну шылaрдың 
нaқты қaжет ті лік тер бaзaсын қaлыптaсты ру.

Тү йін  сөз дер: ин терaктив ті мaрке тинг, өн ді ру ші лер, ғaлaмтор, ком му никa ция, 
тұ ты ну шылaр, aртық шы лық, кем ші лік, мaрке ти нг тік ком му никa ция, пaйдa, зиян, 
ин терaктив ті мaрке тинг тиім ді лі гі, ин тер нет мaрке тинг.

Кaргaбaевa С.Т.,  
Мурaткaлиулы Т.

Плю сы и ми ну сы  
ин терaктив но го мaрке тингa 

для пот ре би те лей  
и произ во ди те лей

В стaтье рaсс мот ре ны ос нов ные плю сы и ми ну сы ин терaктив но го мaрке
тингa для пот ре би те лей и произ во ди те лей в ус ло виях нaуч нотех ни чес
кой прог рес сии в сферaх об ще ст вен ных и эко но ми чес ких ком му никa ций. 
Вaжнос ть ин терaктив но го мaрке тингa для оргa низaций оп ре де ляет ся его 
преиму ще ствaми и не достaткaми. Глaвными плю сами ин терaктив но го мaрке
тингa для пот ре би те лей и произ во ди те лей являются: удобс твa про цессa по
куп ки и продaжи, aктив ность пот ре би те лей в эко но ми чес ких про цессaх, ми
нимaль нос ть внеш не го воз дейст вия нa про цесс по куп ки и продaжи, лег кость 
про цессa ком му никaции и ин фор ми ровa ния, сни же ние об щих из дер жек 
оргa низaций (aрендa, обес пе че ние мaгaзинa, стрaховa ние, ком мунaльные из
де рж ки), состaвле ние бaзы точ ных пот реб нос тей пот ре би те лей. Любaя сис
темa или мехa низм вмес те с плюсaми имеет свои ми ну сы. Ос нов ные ми ну сы 
ин терaктив но го мaрке тингa для пот ре би те лей и произ во ди те лей сле дующие: 
опaснос ть по те ри элект рон ной ин формaций, ин формaционнaя пе рег ру жен
ность се ти ин тер нет, низ кий уро вень дос туп нос ти ин тер нетa, ис поль зовa ние 
лич ных ин формaций о пот ре би те лях оргa низa цией без их соглa сия, утечкa 
сек рет ной ин формaции и про чее. 

Клю че вые словa: плю сы, ми ну сы, ин терaктив ный мaрке тинг, ин тер нет, 
ком му никa ция, преиму ще ствa, не достaтки, произ во ди тель, пот ре би тель, 
мaрке тин го вые ком му никa ции, эф фек тив нос ть ин терaктив но го мaрке тингa, 
ин тер нетмaрке тинг. 
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OF INTERACTIVE 
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CONSUMERS AND THE 
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Currently in our society, all ra�idly and intensively changing 
and im�roving. �he 21st century can be described as a century of in-
formation and communication technologies. Modern society is now 
closely associated with many communications technologies, includ-
ing interactive marketing. 

Interactive marketing is a com�lex of new information and com-
munication systems on the basis of modern digital and electronic 
technologies. �y�es of interactive marketing are various and it in-
cludes: internet marketing, marketing researches environment Inter-
net, advertizing means Internet of communication and virtual trad-
ing �latforms. 

�oday interactive marketing as a means of effective communi-
cation is becoming increasingly �o�ular among buyers and enter-
�rises. However, buyers and �roducers are not fully aware of all 
�ers�ectives and efficiency of use of interactive marketing. In other 
words many businesses use interactive marketing only as a method 
of marketing communications. All this because many western and 
domestic scientists have described interactive marketing as a tool 
of marketing communications in the enter�rise. However, now this 
descri�tion isn’t true. In the conditions of develo�ment of informa-
tion and communication technologies interactive communication 
shouldn’t be considered as a tool of marketing communications, but 
should be considered as an inde�endent direction of marketing com-
munications in the enter�rise.

Any kind of marketing communications has its �ros and cons. 
If we consider the interactive marketing as an inde�endent direction 
of marketing communications, we need to know what are the �ros 
and cons it has about the manufacturer and its �otential customers. 
In this regard the main objective of article is in-de�th study of ef-
ficiency of interactive marketing and definition of his �luses and 
minuses for consumers and the enter�rise with use of theoretical 
techniques of interactive marketing. 

In formations of interactive marketing an im�ortant role is 
�layed modern the Internet - technologies. �he conce�t of «interac-
tivity» has a dynamic nature, which de�ends on the reactions of the 
buyer. Given this feature, many scientists gave a se�arate definition 
of interactive marketing. �he first definition of interactive market-
ing has given Phili� Kotler. According to Phili� Kotler interactive 
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marketing is one of forms of direct marketing car-
ried out by means of interactive marketing services 
which �rovide services in the o�erational mode. For 
this �ur�ose used the systems �roviding a bilateral 
electronic communication between the seller and 
the buyer [1].

Interactive marketing it is a form of direct mar-
keting which is realized by means of the integrated 
marketing services of com�uter communication in 
the o�erational mode. It is electronic system which 
connects the buyer and the seller [2].

Interactive communication system – a method 
of using com�uter technology, which allows mar-
keting the device to send a �ersuasive message and 
simultaneously allows the reci�ient to res�ond to the 
message, to transform and to take note of it, and then 
answer it [3].

Interactive marketing is a system of communica-
tions between the buyer and the seller by means of 
com�uter networks which allows the buyer to control 
a ty�e and volume of the obtained information [4]. 

According to the above definitions, each au-
thor in his own way understands and describes 
the conce�t of interactive marketing. It means that 
currently there is no general conce�t for all which 
would describe the nature, sense and content of in-
teractive marketing. At the end of the 20th and at 
the beginning of the 21st century we could consider 
interactive marketing as a form of marketing com-
munication, which communicate and exchange of 
information between the buyer and the seller (the 
com�any) in the o�erational conditions by means 
of com�uter technology and network. But under 
current conditions, interactive marketing should be 
considered as a set of interactive actions of the di-
rected to communicate and satisfactions of needs of 
consumers through Internet marketing and online 
sales services in the Internet. In this regard, we will 
consider the �ros and cons of interactive marketing 
for detailed studying of its effectiveness in terms of 
communication and satisfaction of customer needs.

Com�ared with traditional instruments of mar-
keting communications interactive marketing has a 
number of �luses or advantages for consumers and 
businesses. However, any system or method has its 
flaws. Interactive marketing along with the advan-
tages has some shortcomings of o�eration.

�he main advantages of interactive marketing 
associated with fast-growing rates of Internet. �he 
use of the Internet in interactive marketing imme-
diately changed the im�ortance of consumers. �hat 
is the role of consumers has changed from neutral 
observers into active �artici�ants in economic rela-
tions. �he first advantage, which offers interactive 

marketing using the internet is convenience. Con-
sumers or buyers do not need to go to one end of 
the city or country to buy a �articular �roduct. Also 
users don’t need to walk for hours in the trading 
halls, there is no need to look and com�are �roducts. 
Instead, consumers using the Internet can watch, 
com�are, evaluate goods 24 hours a day and buy in 
any �art of the world without leaving home. �his 
convenience is ex�lained by the fact that the Inter-
net and e-Commerce do not have geogra�hical and 
tem�oral constraints. Also convenience of �urchase 
of goods on the Internet is characterized by the fol-
lowing: during online �urchases, the consumer does 
not �revent annoying sales�eo�le, no �sychological 
�ressure from the staff of the trading floor. 

At the time of �urchase of goods via the Inter-
net, the buyers acquire additional advantages from 
interactive marketing. Commercial information ser-
vices and information services of the Internet offer 
customers a free com�arative information about a 
com�any, �roduct or service, about com�etitors. �o-
gether with these over the Internet the buyer can di-
rectly contact the com�any (seller) to obtain accurate 
and com�lete information about a �articular �roduct 
and to make an online the order for goods, not get-
ting u� the �lace. �he above mentioned �rocess of 
“e-sho��ing” is actively im�lemented and requires 
minimal time of �urchase com�ared to traditional 
form of sho��ing. Another advantage of interactive 
marketing on the Internet it is the ease of im�lemen-
tations of the communication and information �ro-
cess between the consumer and the seller. �hat is, in 
a network the Internet the buyer gets the information 
he needs not only on the official website of the �ro-
ducer, but also in electronic forums through commu-
nication with other consumers who have ex�erience 
using these �roducts. �hus, the buyer easily come 
into contact with other consumers and receives ob-
jective information about the �roduct. �his method 
of obtaining objective information about the �roduct 
from other consumers in traditional sho��ing ven-
ues hard to im�lement, because the consumer has 
not o��ortunity to leave feedback about a �roduct in 
a store. Realization of interactive marketing via the 
Internet gives consumers the o��ortunity to enhance 
active �artici�ation in the virtual market through 
social networks (Vkontakte, Facebook, �witter, In-
stagram), online channels (You�ube, Kaz�ube, Ru-
�ube), online classifieds (Olx, Kolesa, Krisha), and 
other services.

Based on the characteristics, interactive market-
ing can offer the following advantages to enter�rises 
and �roducers along with consumers. �he main �lus 
of interactive marketing for the enter�rise and �ro-
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ducer consists in geogra�hical and in tem�orary lim-
itlessness of the Internet. �hat is, using interactive 
marketing, the enter�rises or �roducers of goods 
won’t limit the scale of �otential buyers to geo-
gra�hical values. Instead, they will be able to work 
with consumers on a global scale. By the nature, 
the interactivity enables the formation of reliable 
relationshi�s connecting consumers and �roducers. 
�he enter�rises or of the com�any during the rela-
tions with consumers define their exact desire, the 
need and create the a��ro�riate base desires of the 
consumer. In turn consumers can obtain information 
necessary to them from the �roducer via the Inter-
net for satisfaction of the information needs. On the 
basis of such two-way relationshi�s manufactur-
ers will be able to �rom�tly ada�t to the variable 
requirements of consumers through im�roving the 
quality or consumer �ro�erties of �roducts offered. 

Possibilities of interactive marketing aren’t lim-
ited to creation of the constant and bilateral relations 
with consumers. �ogether with this interactive mar-
keting �romotes decrease in the general ex�enses of 
the enter�rise. Sellers of the electronic trading fa-
cility are exem�t from rental fees for the �lace of 
trade, of the costs �lace of sale, insurance, utilities, 
etc. Because for sale of goods of enter�rises used e-
stores, websites, social networks. In this regard, the 
com�any can direct more financial resources for the 
maintenance and im�rovement de�artments of �ro-
duction, sales and trade. In turn, these ca�abilities 
can enhance com�etitive advantages of enter�rise in 
the market. Direct communication of consumers and 
�roducers on the basis of interactive marketing min-
imizes the distortion in the exchange of information. 
�he exact and it is clear obtained information allows 
to increase overall �erformance in the enter�rise at 
stages of registration, the analysis of information 
on goods, withdrawal of the right �roduct from the 
warehouse, �ackaging of goods, delivery of goods 
to the consumer and after sales service. 

Association of online trade on the basis of in-
teractive marketing with infrastructure of traditional 
business will increase overall �erformance of the 
enter�rise in the virtual market.

Internet is a global environment that unites the 
consumer and seller at o��osite ends of the world 
for only a few seconds. Interactive marketing in the 
future has a very high �otential for growth and ef-
ficiency in use. According to scientists in the future 
electronic trade and the Internet on the basis of in-
teractive marketing can force out from the use mod-
ern magazines and news�a�ers as sources of infor-
mation, traditional sho�s and traditional trade will 
disa��ear. However, notwithstanding the foregoing 

hy�otheses for interactive marketing to a new level 
of efficiency requires a lot of time. At �resent, in-
teractive marketing is at the initial level of devel-
o�ment and des�ite all its advantages, interactive 
marketing is not always effective in relation to the 
com�any, the �roduct or the consumer. According 
to the �rinci�le of marketing “Don’t sell the made 
goods, and make the goods sold” in everyone situ-
ations it is necessary to define whether it is neces-
sary to use interactive marketing or it is necessary 
to use other methods of marketing. If the enter�rise 
or the com�any decides to use interactive marketing 
in their work, they should consider along with the 
advantages of interactive marketing and its cons.

�he main �roblem associated with interactive 
marketing comes from the Internet. �he main disad-
vantage and the main �roblem of interactive market-
ing is described as the inaccessibility of the Internet 
and the limited number of consumers who use the 
Internet. In turn, this disadvantage has a negative 
im�act on sales growth in virtual sho��ing sites. 
Des�ite the growth of the Internet over geogra�hic 
s�ace, currently interactive marketing covers a small 
�ortion of the all market. According to statistics of 
Forbes only 20% of the �o�ulations of the Re�ub-
lic of Kazakhstan are active users of the Internet. 
In June of 2015 in the Re�ublic of Kazakhstan was 
registered 3.47 million �eo�le as Internet users [5]. 

�he next disadvantage of interactive market-
ing is the age of the Internet users. According to the 
statistics of the Re�ublic of Kazakhstan the average 
age of the main users of the Internet are �eo�le aged 
18 to 24 years. A consumer �reference of �eo�le in 
this age range is unstable and changeable. All this 
because �eo�le at this age are just beginning to de-
fine their �lace and role in society and become a �er-
son. �ogether with it in the course of formation by 
the �ersonality at �eo�le �references often change. 
In turn, attem�ts to ada�t to frequently changing 
consumer �references may have the bad ending for 
the enter�rise. 

Verbal communication between the consumer 
and the enter�rise through the Internet is another 
disadvantage of interactive marketing. In communi-
cation 35% information is transferred in verbal and 
65% non-verbal information in the form. �he trans-
mission and recei�t of information on the Internet in 
a verbal form does not allow the com�any to obtain 
�sychological information about the user and makes 
communication less informative. 

In interactive marketing safety of the transferred 
or received information on the consumer or about the 
enter�rises is very im�ortant. Consumers may worry 
about the fact that someone has the o��ortunity to 
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learn the number and code of their electronic card 
of �ayment. While com�anies may worry because 
virtual hackers are able to hack into their com�uter 
for the �ur�ose of blackmail or es�ionage. �hat is 
in this situations minus of interactive marketing is 
lack of system of �rotection of information against 
unauthorized access by the third �arties on the In-
ternet. �ogether with the �rotection information, the 
main disadvantage of interactive marketing is eth-

ics. In many websites to buy any goods users enter 
�ersonal data on the website. Com�any or enter�rise 
receiving information about a �otential client, can 
use it in the advertising �ur�oses or for an exchange 
of customer database with other com�anies without 
the �ersonal consent of the consumer. 

Summarizing, all �ros and cons of interactive 
marketing for the consumer and the manufacturer 
are schematically shown below.

Table 1 – �he �ros and cons of interactive marketing to consumers and �roducer

Interactive marketing

�he consumer Manufacturer

Pros 1. Active �artici�ant of the economic relations 
2. �he convenience of the �urchase �rocess
3. �he ease of obtaining information 
4. �he absence of external influences at the time 
of �urchase 
5. Minimal time to buy 
6. �he ease of �rocess of communications and 
informing
7. �he influence of consumers on virtual trading 
through social networks, online channels etc. 

1. A trusting relationshi� between the consumer and the 
manufacturer
2. Creating a database of the exact needs of the customer
3. Ada�ting to changing needs of consumers
4. Reducing the overall costs of the enter�rise
5. Minimal distortion of information between consumer 
and �roducer
6. Association virtual trading with traditional business

1. Information vulnerability of consumers
2. �he use of information about consumers by the 
com�any for �rivate �ur�oses, without warning the 
consumer
3. Unilateralism and the failure of �sychological 
information about the manufacturer through verbal 
method of information transfer
4. Ultra-high level of information flow on the 
Internet

1. �he low number of Internet users in Kazakhstan
2. �he inaccessibility to the Internet reduces the amount 
of virtual trade
3. Negative effects from ada�tation to the changing 
needs of consumers in Kazakhstan
4. Unilateralism and the failure of �sychological 
information about the user through the verbal method of 
information transfer
5. Virtual attack by hackers on the com�uters and 
servers manufacturer

Cons

Develo�ed by the author

In conclusion, foreign and domestic scientists 
are not considering interactive marketing as a 
tool to im�rove com�etitiveness and efficiency 
of enter�rises described him a�art as a tool for 
communication. However, a se�arate descri�tion 
of interactive marketing today does not give certain 
results, because the conce�t of interactive marketing 
today should be considered in conjunction with 
such conce�ts as: market researches in the Internet, 
telemarketing, internet marketing, advertizing of 
a direct res�onse, electronic trading, technologies 
of Internet communications. Along with this we 
should not forget that interactive marketing is 
directly connected the Internet users. In this regard, 
to effectively meet consumer needs we must know 
and determine the nature, o�erating �rinci�les, 

advantages and disadvantages of interactive 
marketing. Currently the advantages of interactive 
marketing is this: the ease of receiving and sending 
information, s�eed of installation of communication 
between the consumer and the �roducer, convenience 
of �rocess �urchase and sale, saving of time, decrease 
in ex�enses and high flexibility of the enter�rise, 
formation of the consumer by the active �artici�ant 
of the virtual market. Effective and timely use of all 
the benefits of interactive marketing will �rovide the 
com�any a good image to consumers, com�etitive 
advantage in the market and high working efficiency.

�he �o�ularization of the Internet and 
technological revolution increase the number of 
consumers and �roducers seeking to use all the 
benefits of interactive marketing. However any 
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system, the mechanism along with �ros has the 
o��osite cons. �herefore, the manufacturer along 
with the consumer should know all the disadvantages 

of interactive marketing to in the future to increase 
ca�acity and �revent hazards associated with 
interactive marketing.
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